JUMP INTO ENDLESS ADVENTURE

MEET LEGO® PEACH™!

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by the LEGO Group is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

TM & © 2022 Nintendo.
WHAT’S NEW IN THE UNIVERSE?

Kids will love jumping into even more LEGO® Super Mario™ adventures this month with new LEGO® Peach™ and new Expansion Sets and Character Packs too!

For adult fans, we’re dialing up the nostalgia with two special, 90th Anniversary Edition sets, Galaxy Explorer and Lion Knights’ Castle, which are sure to spark childhood memories and delight a new generation. Don’t miss all new sets from other LEGO favorites as well.

Visit our amazing Brick Specialists at your nearby LEGO Store or go to LEGO.com for free shipping on orders over $35. Not a VIP? Join now—it’s free!

Not a VIP? Join now—it’s free!
START THE ADVENTURE

Adventures with Mario Starter Course
71360  AGES 6+  231 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$59.99

The LEGO® Mario™ figure is powered by 2 x AAA batteries (not included)!
Creative players get instant feedback and rewards from the LEGO® Mario™ figure!

Adventures with Luigi Starter Course
71387  AGES 6+  280 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$59.99

The LEGO® Luigi™ figure is powered by 2 x AAA batteries (not included)!
Get instant feedback and rewards from the LEGO® Luigi™ figure!

Adventures with Peach Starter Course
71403  AGES 6+  354 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$59.99

Team up with LEGO® Peach™! Give the princess a red fruit to see how she reacts. Jump on the Flying ? Block and say “Hi” to the Yellow Toad on your way to the Goal Pole. Connect LEGO® Peach to a friend’s LEGO® Mario™ or LEGO® Luigi™ figure and earn bonus coins together!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35
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EXPAND THE FUN

NEW

Goomba’s Shoe Expansion Set
71404  AGES 6+  64 PIECES
$9.99

EXPAND YOUR STARTER COURSE

NEW

Cat Peach Suit and Frozen Tower Expansion Set
71407  AGES 7+  694 PIECES
$79.99

EXPAND YOUR STARTER COURSE

NEW

Peach’s Castle Expansion Set
71408  AGES 8+  1,216 PIECES
$129.99

EXPAND YOUR STARTER COURSE

NEW

Character Packs – Series 5
71610  AGES 6+  47 PIECES
$5.99

EXPAND YOUR STARTER COURSE

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35

You NEED LEGO MARIO, LEGO LUIGI or LEGO PEACH to play only found in the starter courses on page 4-5.

FREE SHIPPING

Emergency! Kamek has frozen the tower using ice magic and has captured Toad! Jump on the lever to release the Coin Block from the ice and grab the yellow fruit. Find Peach’s Cat Suit to power up and climb the tower. Knock ice off the tower and activate the POW Block to topple Kamek. Then jump on the top of the tower and twist to break the ice and release your friend Toad!

Place the Goomba inside the brick-built shoe, just like in the Super Mario video games, and add to the LEGO Super Mario levels children create!

Release the Coin Block from ‘ice’, grab the yellow fruit, knock ‘ice’ off the tower, activate the POW Block then topple Kamek from the tower and break Toad out of the ice enclosure!

The suit triggers unique reactions in LEGO Peach™ and she can wear it to climb the tower and win digital coins!

Features a throne room with a spinning wall to reveal Bowser!

Measures over 13.5” high, 12.5” wide and 7.5” deep!

Measures over 11.5” high, 14” wide and 18.5” deep!

Enjoy lots of fun challenges with Peach’s Castle! Knock Ludwig off the cloud, fix the broken bridge and greet Toadette. Look for the Action Tag hidden behind the painting to get a bonus for defeating a Bob-omb. Eat cake (but beware of the Goomba inside!) and grab the purple fruit. Hop on the Time Block then find Bowser hiding behind the throne and flip him over to defeat him!

8 to collect, build and play with – Nabbit, plus a Purple Toad, Hammer Bro, Waddlewing, Toady, Baby Yoshi, Red Yoshi and Blue Shy Guy!

Only 1 of 8 individual characters in each “mystery” bag. Unfortunately, we cannot accommodate requests for specific characters - and some characters may be more difficult to find that others.

EXPAND YOUR STARTER COURSE

8 TO COLLECT SERIES 5

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING
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FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING
CONTINUE THE ADVENTURES

Yoshi’s Gift House Expansion Set

*71606  AGES 6+  246 PIECES
$29.99

Children can add a treat-packed level, featuring iconic Super Mario™ character Yoshi, to their LEGO® Super Mario™ Starter Course with this Expansion Set!

A doorway, bed, mailbox with a letter element, fireplace, tree with a fruit-knockdown feature, red fruit, green fruit and a gift box for gifting fruits!

Big Bad Island Expansion Set

*71609  AGES 7+  364 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$44.99

Measuring over 4.5” high, 19” wide and 5” deep!

LEGO® figures of Iggy, a Big Goomba, a Big Koopa Troopa and a Goomba!

Each character has a display stand that also connects to any level!

Big Spike’s Cloudtop Challenge Expansion Set

*71610  AGES 7+  540 PIECES
$69.99

Brick-built challenges to defeat enemies and earn digital coins!

Dodge the spiked roller and stomp on the Big Spike’s head. Bounce on the orange Mushroom Trampoline to get extra spring in your jump. Use the 2 Mushroom Trampolines to topple and defeat Boomerang Bro. Ride Boomerang Bro’s sky-high platform, then use Super Star Block power to defeat the Piranha Plant and win lots of coins!

Measuring over 7” high, 34.5” wide and 9.5” deep in its basic formation, this modular set combines with other LEGO® Super Mario™ toy playsets!

Fuzzy Flippers Expansion Set

*71605  AGES 6+  154 PIECES
$19.99

The buildable sky with flippers measures over 3.5” high, 7.5” wide and 6.5” deep and connects with other modular LEGO® Super Mario™ sets!

Brick-built sky, orange Mushroom Trampoline and Time Block – The Mushroom Trampoline has a bouncy effect, so an interactive figure can jump on it!

Find more LEGO® Super Mario™ products online!
FIND A PLAYGROUND IN EVERY BOX

What will you build to mark 90 years of LEGO® creations?

90 Years of Play

10219 AGES 8+ 1,046 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$69.99

Includes 15 mini build recreations of iconic LEGO® toys spanning 9 decades:

Bricks and Functions

10234 AGES 4+ 500 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$29.99

All kids need to build a pirouetting ballerina, a push-along helicopter with spinning rotors, an apple with a pop-up worm and more, plus lots of LEGO® bricks for creative building!

Children experience the fun of creating their own LEGO® toys!

Explore 90 years of LEGO® building fun!

BUILD TOGETHER

10220 AGES 7+ 1,601 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$99.99

Gather for creative fun with the LEGO® Classic Build Together playset, featuring 1,601 LEGO® pieces, including 5 baseplates delivered in a convenient sorting box with customizable compartments. The ultimate family set comes with 6 building guides and 2 challenge cards for completing 20 mini build ideas, 6 standard builds and 6 fun building challenges, plus additional bricks for free building.

Creative Monsters

10617 AGES 4+ 160 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$9.99

Includes 8 buildable monster toy ideas to stimulate kids’ creativity!

A colorful rainbow of LEGO® pieces and eyes for monster-themed building!

Find more LEGO® Classic products online!
### Galaxy Explorer

**10267** **AGES 18+** **1,254 PIECES**

Celebrate 90 years of LEGO® creations with this nostalgic building project for adults. The special anniversary edition of the Classic 497 LEGO Galaxy Explorer retains all the features of the 1979 set but on a bigger scale. Step back in time and enjoy a relaxing build, crafting all the details. With 4 astronaut figures and accessories, there's lots to explore in this tribute to a LEGO fan classic.

**Features:**
- 4 astronaut figures and accessories
- Surface rover and an extendable ramp
- New interpretation of the Classic LEGO® Galaxy Explorer

**Dimensions:**
- Measures over 5" high, 20.5" long and 12.5" wide!

**Price:** $99.99

**Special Offers:**
- FREE SHIPPING

### Lion Knights’ Castle

**10305** **AGES 18+** **4,514 PIECES**

It’s the build adult LEGO® fans have been waiting for. A classic – reimagined. Celebrating 90 years of LEGO history, the Lion Knights’ Castle is a new interpretation of the iconic LEGO Castle theme. The impressive set is packed with details, and with 4,514 pieces it offers a project to savor. So rekindle your childhood joy as you uncover the many stories and surprises packed into this model.

**Features:**
- 22 minifigures, including a queen, knights, archers, wizard and forest people!
- Raise and lower the castle’s drawbridge and portcullis, explore hidden passages, escape from the dungeon, turn the mill’s waterwheel and prepare for battle in the armory!
- When closed, the castle model measures over 14" high, 17" wide and 12" deep!

**Price:** $399.99

**New Offers:**
- EXCLUSIVE
- FREE SHIPPING
**NEW**

**The Rolling Stones**

31206  AGES 18+  1,998 PIECES

Get some 'Satisfaction' with a true passion project. In this LEGO® Art set, you can relive your favorite memories of The Rolling Stones as you create their iconic logo. While you build, enjoy the focus the Soundtrack fosters as it immerses you in your passion for music and creativity.

Enjoy the Soundtrack as you build, centered with in-depth details about the art!

$149.99

**SHARE THE MEMORIES**

Both designs cannot be built simultaneously!

Celebrate the band’s 60th anniversary with a hidden tribute built into the set!

1 PICTURE 2 OPTIONS!

**SOUNDTRACK**

Enjoy the Soundtrack as you build, curated with in-depth details about the art!

©2022 Musidor B.V., under license from Bravado International Group. All rights reserved.

**FREE SHIPPING**

ON ORDERS OVER $35

| 3 WAYS TO SHOP | ONLINE LEGO.com | IN-STORE The LEGO® Store | PHONE 1-800-835-4586 |

**Atari® 2600**

10306  AGES 18+  2,532 PIECES

Ready to play? Atari® is a well-known pioneer in video gaming, and its Atari® 2600 console was one of the most popular gaming systems of the '80s. Now you can rekindle your love for this iconic console with the LEGO® Atari® 2600 building kit for adults. Recreate all the details of the original console and cartridges. Relive favorite game moments and assemble the hidden '80s scene.

Measure: over 3" high and 13" wide!

Build 3 scenes inspired by the Asteroids™, Adventure and Centipede™ games, including a spaceship shooting at asteroids, a castle and a centipede with mushroom builds!

©2022 Atari Interactive, Inc. Atari and the Atari logo are registered trademarks owned by Atari Interactive, Inc. Used under license.
BE ENCHANTED

NEW

Mini Disney The Haunted Mansion
40521 AGES 12+ 680 PIECES
EXCLUSIVE FREE SHIPPING
$39.99

Stands over 5" high, 4" wide, and 4" deep!

The Disney Castle
71040 AGES 16+ 4,080 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
Explore this magical LEGO® replica of the iconic Walt Disney World® Resort, featuring a highly detailed facade, an array of Disney-themed rooms and 5 Disney minifigures.
EXCLUSIVE FREE SHIPPING
$349.99

Remove part of the roof section to discover the glass slipper element and fairy-tale book element with printed cover!

The Disney Castle measures over 29" high, 17" wide and 12" deep!

The open castle measures over 14" high, 21" wide and 3.5" deep and looks great on display!

NEW

Ultimate Adventure Castle
43205 AGES 6+ 698 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$99.99

This 698-piece set features an opening,lockable castle with 6 levels, 5 bedrooms, a celebration cake, an animal playground and a key, plus accessories to spark endless adventures!

The castle measures over 6.5" high, 4.5" wide and 4.5" deep!

NEW

Anna and Olaf’s Castle Fun
43204 AGES 4+ 108 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
HARD TO FIND
$29.99

This 108-piece set includes a castle build, Disney’s Anna mini-doll figures, plus Olaf and Kjekk LEGO® figures. Each bag of bricks contains a figure so kids can start playing quickly!

The castle measures over 6.5" high, 4.5" wide and 4.5" deep!
INSPIRE CREATIVE PLAY

**NEW**

**LEGO Duplo**

**Buzz Lightyear’s Planetary Mission**

$29.99

There’s lots to explore and a spaceship to take kids on even more adventures!

**NEW**

**LEGO**

**Cinderella and Prince Charming’s Castle**

$89.99

The castle measures over 11” high, 9.5” wide and 4.5” deep!

There's lots to explore and a spaceship to take kids on even more adventures!

**NEW**

**LEGO DOTS**

**Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Back-to-School Project Box**

$44.99

The 2-drawer set measures over 7.5” high, 5” wide and 5.5” deep!

Stretch kids’ creative and innovation skills as they explore the kit, with 6 iconic DOTS items, plus lots of colored tiles and 10 exclusive Disney’s Mickey and Minnie-decorated tiles!

**NEW**

**Mickey & Friends Bracelets Mega Pack**

$34.99

Kids can boost their imagination and design skills as they play with the kit, featuring a multipack of 5 adjustable bracelets and lots of colored, glitter and Disney-decorated tiles!

**NEW**

**Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Stitch-on Patch**

$5.99

Kids can boost their design skills with bold colors and Disney-inspired tiles!

**NEW**

**Stretch Kids’ Creative and Innovation Skills**

Find more LEGO® DOTS products online!
CARE FOR ANIMAL FRIENDS

Pet Adoption Café
41699 AGES 6+ 292 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Pet Day-Care Center
41718 AGES 7+ 563 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Meet friends and their pets at the Heartlake City training center. Check in at reception then go teach your dog cool tricks. Lead it through the agility course. Teach it to ride a skateboard! Hang out with Emma and River while your dog makes friends with the other animals. After all the exercise, let your dog whizz down the slide into a pool. It’s the perfect place to enjoy fun times with furry friends!

$69.99

Horse Show Trailer
41722 AGES 8+ 899 PIECES
Hit the road in style with your friends. Savannah, Emma and Elijah are on tour, taking their horses to shows. The trailer is packed with all that you need to keep you and the animals comfortable on the road. Wash the horses inside and give them a drink and snack for the ride. Pack the trailer to the cool SUV. Don’t forget Goldie, Savannah’s guide dog. Help her hop in the car and you’re off!

The sleeping quarters are on the trailer’s roof, which is hinged to reveal the horses’ compartment. There’s also a cabinet for trophies, plus the car is drivable with opening doors!

$99.99

Pony-Washing Stable
41696 AGES 4+ 60 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

$9.99

Horse
41722
AGES 8+
989 PIECES

$99.99

Comes with 2 mini-dolls, a pony figure and a dog figure!

Includes 2 mini-dolls, a pony figure and lots of grooming elements!

Rear view!
BUILD FUN TIMES

Ice-Cream Truck
41715 AGES 4+  84 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
$19.99

Mobile Fashion Boutique
41719 AGES 4+  94 PIECES
$9.99

Water Park
41720 AGES 6+  373 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$49.99

Andrea’s Theater School
41714 AGES 8+  1,154 PIECES
The building looks just like a London West End theater. Inside, fabric curtains roll back to reveal the stage and share a theater experience.
$99.99

Heartlake City Pizzeria
41705 AGES 5+  144 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
$14.99

Heartlake City Pizzeria
41705 AGES 5+  144 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
$14.99

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35

Find more LEGO® Friends products online!
**SPARK EXCITING ADVENTURES**

**NEW**

**Ninja Dragon Temple**
71759  AGES 4+  148 PIECES

$:44.99

Includes 2 minifigures: Golden Dragon Jay and Vengestone Warrior!

The dragon measures over 3.5” high, 9” long and 6.5” wide!

**NEW**

**Jay’s Golden Dragon Motorbike**
71788  AGES 7+  139 PIECES

$:19.99

The bike measures over 2” high, 7” long and 2” wide!

Includes Golden Dragon Kai, Golden Cole, General Aspheera and Vengestone Brute!

**NEW**

**Cole’s Dragon Cruiser**
71790  AGES 8+  384 PIECES

$:44.99

The cruiser features 4 large tires, golden lightning blades that can be pushed forward into golden dragon attack mode, 2 stud shooters and a seat for minifigures!

**NEW**

**Nya’s Samurai X MECH**
71775  AGES 10+  1,003 PIECES

$:119.99

Standing over 12.5” tall, Nya’s Samurai X MECH can be proudly displayed in kids’ bedrooms between playtimes!

Includes 8 minifigures, including Samurai X Nya, Lil’ Nelson and General Pythor!

**NEW**

**Zane’s Golden Dragon Jet**
71770  AGES 7+  258 PIECES

$:34.99

Includes Golden Dragon Cole, Golden Zane and General Vangelis!

The mech features possible knees, arms and legs, 2 swords, 2 spring-loaded shooters and a cockpit for Nya!

Measures over 4.5” high, 15.5” long and 11.5” wide!

**NEW**

**Nya’s Samurai X MECH**
71775  AGES 10+  1,003 PIECES

$:119.99

Standing over 12.5” tall, Nya’s Samurai X MECH can be proudly displayed in kids’ bedrooms between playtimes!

Includes 8 minifigures, including Samurai X Nya, Lil’ Nelson and General Pythor!

**NEW**

**Zane’s Golden Dragon Jet**
71770  AGES 7+  258 PIECES

$:34.99

Includes Golden Dragon Cole, Golden Zane and General Vangelis!

The mech features possible knees, arms and legs, 2 swords, 2 spring-loaded shooters and a cockpit for Nya!

Measures over 4.5” high, 15.5” long and 11.5” wide!

**NEW**

**Zane’s Golden Dragon Jet**
71770  AGES 7+  258 PIECES

$:34.99

Includes Golden Dragon Cole, Golden Zane and General Vangelis!

The mech features possible knees, arms and legs, 2 swords, 2 spring-loaded shooters and a cockpit for Nya!

Measures over 4.5” high, 15.5” long and 11.5” wide!
TAKE ON A NEW QUEST

NEW

The Crystal King
71772 AGES 9+ 722 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$79.99

Includes 5 minifigures, including an exclusive, never-before-seen Lloyd!

Measures over 10" high, 12" long and 8.5" wide!

The Crystal King can take the form of a highly posable Centaur creature with 4 legs, 2 arms, a set of wings, a large sword and a platform in its chest to attach a minifigure!

NEW

The Crystal King Temple
71771 AGES 9+ 989 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$79.99

Includes 6 minifigures, including exclusive versions of Cole, Zane, Kai and Jay!

Climb to the top of the temple to reclaim the ninja’s stolen elemental weapons. But watch out – it has been packed with dangerous traps to stop you! You must make your way past the traps and grab the weapons from The Crystal King on his throne before defeating him and his Vengestone Guard in a final battle. It is up to you to thwart their plan to conquer NINJAGO City!

NEW

The Crystal King Temple
71771 AGES 9+ 989 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$79.99

Includes 6 minifigures, including exclusive versions of Cole, Zane, Kai and Jay!

Climb to the top of the temple to reclaim the ninja’s stolen elemental weapons. But watch out – it has been packed with dangerous traps to stop you! You must make your way past the traps and grab the weapons from The Crystal King on his throne before defeating him and his Vengestone Guard in a final battle. It is up to you to thwart their plan to conquer NINJAGO City!

NEW

Lloyd’s Golden Ultra Dragon
71774 AGES 9+ 989 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$149.99

Includes 9 minifigures, including Golden Oni Lloyd and The Crystal King!

Measuring over 7" high, 21" long and 12" wide, Lloyd’s Golden Ultra Dragon can be proudly displayed in between playtimes!

Find more LEGO® NINJAGO® products online!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35
NEW

I am Groot
76217 AGES 18+ 476 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$54.99

Kids build their own Baby Groot, from Marvel Studios’ Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2. The set also includes a pretend cassette tape and display nameplate!

CELEBRATE MARVEL LEGENDS

NEW

Nano Gauntlet
76213 AGES 18+ 475 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$69.99

Measures over 12” high, 4.5” wide and 2.5” deep!

This vibrantly colored LEGO® brick recreation of the Nano Gauntlet includes the 6 Infinity Stones, a sturdy stand and a descriptive tablet!

Iron Man Armory
76216 AGES 7+ 496 PIECES
FEE SHIPPING
$89.99

Measuring over 6.5” high, 5” wide and 2.5” deep, and with multiple sections, kids can rearrange and reimagine as they create their own storylines!

Includes 8 minifigures: MK3, MK25 and MK85 Iron Man suits, Tony Stark, Pepper Potts, Nick Fury, War Machine and Whiplash!

With Iron Man, Pepper Potts, Nick Fury, War Machine and Whiplash all ready for action, adventure is never far away!

© 2022 MARVEL
30 WAYS TO SHOP

ONLINE LEGO.com
IN-STORE The LEGO® Store
PHONE 1-800-855-6586

The goat boat

76208 AGES 8+ 564 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$59.99

Includes Thor, Mighty Thor and Gorr minifigures, plus a buildable Shadow Monster with jointed arms and claws for imaginative play and display!

Measures over 4” high, 12” long and 6.5” wide!

There are 5 minifigures from the movie onboard Thor's mighty ship: Thor, Mighty Thor, Valkyrie, Korg and Gorr. Lots of authentic accessories further inspire imaginative play!

Sanctum Sanctorum

76218 AGES 18+ 2,708 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$249.99

The top story houses the museum of mystical collections, the middle section contains the library and the ground-level entrance is filled with familiar features, both inside and out!

Measures over 12.5” high, 12.5” wide and 10.5” deep!

This 3-story, 360-degree, modular set brings together 2 unforgettable scenes from Marvel Studios' Avengers: Infinity War and Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. With 9 iconic minifigures, several customizable elements and countless authentic details, the model's build-and-display possibilities are endless.

The set includes Doctor Strange, Wong, Iron Man, Spider-Man, Ebony Maw, Master Mordo, Sinister Strange, dead Strange and The Scarlet Witch minifigures!

Measures over 4” tall!

The monster model stands over 4” tall!

Includes Thor, Mighty Thor and Gorr minifigures, plus a buildable Shadow Monster with jointed arms and claws for imaginative play and display!

Measures over 4” high, 12” long and 6.5” wide!

There are 5 minifigures from the movie onboard Thor's mighty ship: Thor, Mighty Thor, Valkyrie, Korg and Gorr. Lots of authentic accessories further inspire imaginative play!

NEW

Sanctum Sanctorum

76218 AGES 18+ 2,708 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$249.99

This 3-story, 360-degree, modular set brings together 2 unforgettable scenes from Marvel Studios' Avengers: Infinity War and Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. With 9 iconic minifigures, several customizable elements and countless authentic details, the model's build-and-display possibilities are endless.

The top story houses the museum of mystical collections, the middle section contains the library and the ground-level entrance is filled with familiar features, both inside and out!

Measures over 12.5” high, 12.5” wide and 10.5” deep!

This 3-story, 360-degree, modular set brings together 2 unforgettable scenes from Marvel Studios' Avengers: Infinity War and Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. With 9 iconic minifigures, several customizable elements and countless authentic details, the model's build-and-display possibilities are endless.

The top story houses the museum of mystical collections, the middle section contains the library and the ground-level entrance is filled with familiar features, both inside and out!

Measures over 12.5” high, 12.5” wide and 10.5” deep!

Measures over 4” tall!

Including Thor, Mighty Thor and Gorr minifigures, plus a buildable Shadow Monster with jointed arms and claws, for imaginative play and display!

Measures over 4” high, 12” long and 6.5” wide!

There are 5 minifigures from the movie onboard Thor’s mighty ship: Thor, Mighty Thor, Valkyrie, Korg and Gorr. Lots of authentic accessories further inspire imaginative play!
NEW

**Obi-Wan Kenobi’s Jedi Starfighter™**

75333 | AGES 7+ | 282 PIECES

- **CHOKING HAZARD** (2+). Not for under 3 yrs.
- **$29.99**

The starfighter has an opening minifigure cockpit, 2 stud shooters, retractable landing gear, lightsaber storage clips and an attachment point on the wing for R4-P17’s head!

Measures over 2.5” high, 10” long and 3” wide!

**NEW**

**Ambush on Ferrix™**

75338 | AGES 9+ | 679 PIECES

- **HARD TO FIND**
- **FREE SHIPPING**
- **$69.99**

The Mobile Tac-Pod measures over 4.5” high, 9” long and 7” wide!

**NEW**

**The Justifier™**

75323 | AGES 9+ | 1,022 PIECES

- **FREE SHIPPING**
- **$169.99**

Bounty hunter Cad Bane has imprisoned Omega on board The Justifier. This awesome starship has a super-detailed cockpit, spring-loaded shooters and cool flight and landing modes. Help Omega break out from the laser jail cell, with help from droid Todo 360, and team up with Hunter to get away. But there’s a big bounty reward on her head, so Bane and Fennec Shand won’t give up easily!

Measures over 5” high, 15” long and 19.5” wide!

Fans can role-play Star Wars: The Bad Batch Season 2 scenes with this authentically detailed, brick-built starship and popular characters!

A LEGO® minifigures, including Cad Bane, Todo 360, Omega, Hunter and Fennec Shand!

 Fans can role-play Star Wars: The Bad Batch Season 2 scenes with this authentically detailed, brick-built starship and popular characters!

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
3 WAYS TO SHOP
ONLINE
LEGO.com
IN-STORE The LEGO® Store
PHONE 1-800-835-4386

NEW
Obi-Wan Kenobi™ vs. Darth Vader™
75345
AGES 8+
688 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$69.99

Create your own exciting Star Wars: The Book of Boba Fett stories with The Mandalorian's N-1 Starfighter.

The battlefeld measures over 3.5" high, 9" wide and 7.5" deep!

NEW
The Mandalorian's N-1 Starfighter™
75325
AGES 8+
412 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$59.99

The starfighter features a minifigure cockpit, passenger space for Grogu, a small cargo compartment, a spring-loaded shooter and lots of authentic bashed-up details!

Measures over 2.5" high, 16.5" long and 11.5" wide!

NEW
AT-TE™ Walker
75337
AGES 9+
1,082 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$139.99

Power into battle against the Separatist Droid Army, with the mighty AT-TE Walker! With Commander Cody in the cockpit, stride across rocky terrain and fire the rotating heavy blaster cannon. Grab weapons and thermal detonators from the cabin and deploy the 212th Clone Troopers to fight the Battle Droids on the ground. Who will triumph in the Battle of Utapau? It's up to you!

Recreate the Battle of Utapau from Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith with a cool AT-TE Walker, 5 LEGO® minifigures and 3 Battle Droids!

Measures over 7.5" high, 17" long and 9.5" wide!

The Mandalorian and Peli Motto LEGO® minifigures, plus Grogu and a BD Droid!

The Mandalorian and Peli Motto™ LEGO® minifigures, plus Grogu and a BD Droid!
READY FOR A NEW MISSION?

**NEW**

**AT-ST™**

75332  
AGES 4+  87 PIECES

A CHOKEING HAZARD (1+): Not for under 3 yrs.

$34.99

The AT-ST has a cockpit for the AT-ST Driver, and the Ewok hideout features a tree and a catapult for Wicket to launch stone elements!

The brick-built AT-ST model measures over 4.5” high, 2.5” long and 3” wide!

**NEW**

**BD-1™**

75335  
AGES 14+  1,062 PIECES

Build your own posable, brick-built model of BD-1 from Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. Capture authentic details of the little droid helper in LEGO brick style and tilt the head different ways to recreate its cute looks. Add the information sign with the small BD-1 LEGO figure to complete a fantastic display piece.

$99.99

The brick-built BD-1 Droid stands over 12.5” tall!

**NEW**

**Inquisitor Transport Scythe™**

75336  
AGES 9+  924 PIECES

Kids can play out Jedi-hunting missions from Star Wars: Obi-Wan Kenobi with the LEGO® Star Wars™ Inquisitor Transport Scythe. The buildable toy starship has adjustable wings for flight and landing modes, 2 spring-loaded shooters and an access ramp. The cockpit opens for easy viewing of the detailed interior, which has 3 minifigure seats and storage clips for lightsabers. There are also LEGO® minifigures of the Inquisitor, Reva (Third Sister) and the Fifth Brother with lightsaber weapons for creative role play.

$99.99

The Inquisitor Transport Scythe has wings that fold up and down for landing or flight mode, 2 spring-loaded shooters and a fold-down access ramp at the front!

**FREE SHIPPING**

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
Double Loop Stunt Arena

60339 AGES 7+ 598 PIECES

Head over to the Double Loop Stunt Arena for spectacular stunt-show action! Power up your flywheel bike and hit the launch ramp at speed to clear the monster truck and pass through the wall of flames! Loop the loop and escape the snapping snake jaws with a cool wheelie! Then defy gravity again for a perfect exit that ignites the loop of fire. Crowd-thrilling stuntz action awaits in LEGO® City.

$159.99

Find more LEGO® City products online!

Includes 2 loops, wall of flames, monster truck, 2 stunt bikes and 7 minifigures!

Kids activate the stunt bike to loop the loop and conquer the wall of flames!

The loop of fire measures over 8” high and 13.5” deep!
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FREE SHIPPING OFFER DETAILS

Free shipping Every Day offer applies to online and catalog orders only. Qualifying purchase must be equal to or greater than $35 in merchandise only; any applicable taxes, Bricks & Pieces replacement parts orders or value of gift card purchased do not apply to merchandise total. Once your order reaches $35, free shipping will automatically be added to your order. Free shipping is via standard ground service; upgrades do not apply. If you choose another shipping option, additional charges will apply. Standard order processing and delivery time is 3-8 days from the date of order. Free shipping valid only in the contiguous United States. The LEGO Group reserves the right to cancel or modify this promotion at any time without advance notice.

RETURNS

If for any reason you need to return your order, it’s easy and free! All returns or exchanges must be made within 90 days of receipt of your order. To get a free return label on LEGO.com, log into your account and go to your Order Status page. From there, click on “Return Items” and follow the instructions. If you don’t have access to a printer to print out your own label, call Customer Service at 1-800-835-4386. All refunds are made in the original payment method.

PRICE GUARANTEED DATES

Prices in this catalog are guaranteed from August 8 - September 20, 2022.

CHOKING HAZARD

(1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Small parts warning. Not for children under 3 years.

CHOKING HAZARD (1, 3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Toy contains small parts and a small ball. Not for children under 3 years.

Scan the QR code to find additional information on returns, shipping methods, sales tax and store locations on LEGO.com.
40 | 3 WAYS TO SHOP

NEW

Sunken Treasure Mission
31130 AGES 8+ $32 PIECES
A CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
$34.99

3 models in 1:
- an octopus, a giant lobster and a giant manta ray!

The octopus can move its head and tentacles, the giant lobster can move its eyes, pincers, legs and tail, and the giant manta ray can move its tail and the tips of its wings!

Downtown Noodle Shop
31131 AGES 8+ 489 PIECES
A CHOKING HAZARD (1,3).
Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$44.99

3 models in 1:
- a townhouse, a bike shop and an arcade!

The back of the townhouse toy can be folded open for kids to gain access to the rooms on both floors and give them even more play options!

NEW

Viking Ship and the Midgard Serpent
31132 AGES 9+ 1,192 PIECES
Prepare for thrilling Viking adventures on land and sea! Set sail on an impressive Viking Ship and look out for the Midgard sea serpent in the water alongside you! Later, rebuild it into a detailed Viking house next to a stream with a fierce dragon lurking outside, or into a scene of 4 Vikings and a Fenris wolf! The incredible Viking action never has to stop with this awesome 3in1 set.
FREE SHIPPING
$119.99

Kids can choose their Viking adventure: a Viking Ship battling a fearsome serpent, a Viking house with a dragon, or a Nordic wolf clashing with 4 Vikings!

The Viking ship measures over 10.5” high, 16.5” long and 6.5” wide!

The Viking Ship is adorned with 8 shields and includes a ballista stud shooter, a brick-built cow and 2 brick-built ravens, while the roof of the Viking house can be removed!

Find more LEGO® Creator products online!


**Jeep, Wrangler**

92122 | AGES 9+ | 665 PIECES

Ready for an off-road adventure with the epic Jeep® Wrangler? This powerful SUV is made for any terrain, so the whole world is your playground. Check out all the cool features as you build your own LEGO® Technic™ version of the rugged Jeep® Wrangler. With a mighty axle-articulation suspension system, chunky tires and classic seven-slot grille, this amazing model looks just like the real vehicle. $49.99

This Jeep® Wrangler Rubicon toy model measures over 4½” high, 9½” long and 3½” wide!

**McLaren Senna GTR™**

92123 | AGES 10+ | 850 PIECES

Check out this supercar toy model's authentic features, like the detailed V8 engine with moving pistons and dihedral doors that open 'up and out' in the unmistakable style of the real McLaren! $49.99

Measures over 3½” high, 12½” long and 4½” wide!

**Formula E® Porsche 99X Electric**

92137 | AGES 9+ | 622 PIECES

Features include front steering and axle-articulation suspension!

Measures over 2½” high, 12½” long and 4½” wide!

Download the LEGO® Technic™ AR app to scan the model. Then use the pull-back function to launch the car using your foot and see it come to life in exciting races! $49.99

**Ford Mustang Shelby® GT500®**

92138 | AGES 9+ | 846 PIECES

Use the LEGO® Technic™ AR app to put the car to the test on a virtual racetrack. Check out the challenges for more fun ways to play! $49.99

Measures over 3½” high, 10¼” long and 4½” wide!

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to The LEGO Group. Shelby® and GT500® are registered trademarks of Carroll Shelby Licensing, Inc. and used under license.

**McLaren Senna GTR™**

92123 | AGES 10+ | 850 PIECES

Check out this supercar toy model's authentic features, like the detailed V8 engine with moving pistons and dihedral doors that open 'up and out' in the unmistakable style of the real McLaren! $49.99

Measures over 3½” high, 12½” long and 4½” wide!

Manufactured under license from McLaren Automotive Limited. The McLaren name and logo are registered trademarks of McLaren. Senna is the registered trademark of Ayrton Senna Empreendimentos Ltda.
LET’S GET TO WORK

John Deere 9620R 4WD Tractor
42136 | AGES 10+ | 764 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$34.99

All-Terrain Vehicle
42139 | AGES 10+ | 764 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$89.99

Material Handler
42144 | AGES 10+ | 835 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$149.99

Do you love mechanics and engineering? Then you’ll enjoy this action-packed build! The LEGO® Technic™ Material Handler set gives you a fascinating look at how a material handler vehicle really works. It has lots of manual and pneumatic functions so you can see how this mighty vehicle sorts, piles and loads scrap materials ready for processing.

Pneumatic functions include a movable arm with an impressive reach of approximately 13 inches, plus a classic ‘orange peel’ style grapple that opens and closes!

Explore the upper arm that can rotate through 360 degrees, the elevating operating cap, plus a mobile undercarriage system with steering and 4 outriggers!

John Deere's green and yellow color scheme, the leaping deer symbol, and JOHN DEERE are trademarks of Deere & Company.

Features huge wheels, steering, a driver's cab and a tipping trailer!

Measures over 11.5” High and 16” long with trailer!

Pneumatic Functions
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ENCHANTING ESCAPADES

Hogwarts™ Courtyard: Sirius’s Rescue
76401 | AGES 8+ | 345 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
Help Harry Potter™ and Hermione Granger™ break Sirius Black™ free from his cell at the top of a Hogwarts™ Tower. Take a wild flight to safety on the back of Buckbeak™ the Hippogriff before coming in to land in the Hogwarts courtyard. Then use the Firebolt racing broomstick to speed to your next magical adventure.

Kids can recreate the rescue from Harry Potter™ and the Prisoner of Azkaban™!

Includes Harry Potter™, Hermione Granger™ and Sirius Black™ minifigures!

$49.99
FREE SHIPPING

2 random wizard card tiles (of 16 in total) are also included for kids to collect!

Hogwarts™: Dumbledore’s Office
76402 | AGES 8+ | 456 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
You’ll find magic and adventure in every room at Hogwarts™, with Harry, Hermione, Dumbledore™, Snape™, Filch and Madam Pince. Check out the Sorting Hat™ and the Sword of Gryffindor™. In Dumbledore’s Office, the Pensieve reveals hidden memories and baby Fawkes™ rises from the ashes. Harry uses his Invisibility Cloak to secretly visit the restricted section of the library, where books come alive!

Measures over 12.5” high, 8.5” wide and 6” deep!

6 minifigures include Harry Potter™, Hermione Granger™, Dumbledore™ and Snape™!

$79.99
FREE SHIPPING

3 random wizard card tiles (of 16 in total) are also included for kids to collect!

The Shrieking Shack & Whomping Willow™
76407 | AGES 9+ | 777 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
Take Harry Potter™ fans aged 9+ to the heart of the magical action with LEGO® Harry Potter The Shrieking Shack & Whomping Willow™. Rear view!

The realistic model includes a Harry Potter™ minifigure astride his flying Firebolt broom, a golden egg from the Triwizard Tournament, and textile for the dragon’s membrane wings!

A handle at the rear operates a mechanism that moves the wings up and down!

The Shrieking Shack measures over 9.5” high, 3.5” wide and 4” deep. The Whomping Willow™ stands over 6.5’’ high!

$89.99
FREE SHIPPING

4 random wizard card tiles (of 16 in total) are also included for kids to collect!

Hungarian Horntail Dragon
76406 | AGES 10+ | 671 PIECES
⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.
The realistic model includes a Harry Potter™ minifigure astride his flying Firebolt broom, a golden egg from the Triwizard Tournament, and textile for the dragon’s membrane wings!

Measures over 18” long with a wingspan of over 15”!

$49.99
FREE SHIPPING

6 random wizard card tiles (of 16 in total) are also included for kids to collect!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35
EXPLORE THE MAGIC

48  3 WAYS TO SHOP  LEGO.com  IN-STORE The LEGO® Store  PHONE 1–800–835–4386

The Ministry of Magic™
76403 AGES 9+ $99.99

CHOKING HAZARD
0 (3). Not for under 3 yrs.

Join Harry, Ron and Hermione on a mission to enter the Ministry of Magic™ and steal the Slytherin™ locket from Dolores Umbridge™. Use Polyjuice Potion™ to change the way the 3 friends look. Then, search Umbridge’s office, Arthur Weasley’s office, the Hall of Prophecy and the Floo Network atrium without being caught by Yaxley, Pius and the Dementor™. Will they escape with the Horcrux? Only you can decide!

Includes 12 minifigures, including 3 that transform with a turn of the head!

Measures over 12” high, 8.5” wide and 8” deep!

Professors of Hogwarts™
40560 AGES 10+ $39.99

CHOKING HAZARD
0 (3). Not for under 3 yrs.

The 4 characters stand over 8” tall and come with individual baseplates for easy display!

Includes 6 minifigures, including Harry Potter™, Hermione Granger™ and Dobby™.

Measures over 7” high, 5” wide and 4” deep!

12 Grimmauld Place
76408 AGES 8+ $119.99

CHOKING HAZARD
0 (3). Not for under 3 yrs.

A townhouse transforms to reveal the secret building, just like in the movies!

Includes 9 minifigures, including Harry Potter™, Ron Weasley™ and Sirius Black™!

Measures over 11” high, 8” wide and 6” deep!

Hogwarts™ Carriage and Thestrals
76400 AGES 7+ $19.99

Measures over 3.5” high, 6.5” long and 2.5” wide!

Includes 3 minifigures, including Luna Lovegood™, Neville Longbottom™ and Cedric Diggory™.

Includes 12 minifigures, including Harry Potter™, Ron Weasley™ and Sirius Black™!

Measures over 12” high, 8.5” wide and 8” deep!

Includes 15 minifigures, including Professor McGonagall™, Harry Potter™, Hermione Granger™ and Dobby™.

Measures over 7” high, 5” wide and 4” deep!

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $35

FREE SHIPPING

Find more LEGO® Harry Potter products online!
SHARE CREATIVE MOMENTS

Succulents
10309  AGES 18+  771 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1, 2). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$49.99

Each plant has been carefully designed to capture the look of a real succulent. Admire the different shapes, textures and colors that make up the display!

Orchid
10311  AGES 18+  608 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$49.99

Enhance your home or office with this beautiful LEGO® Orchid. Take your time as you craft all the details of the white and pink blooms, plus the blue fluted vase. Inspired by a real orchid, this stylish model version features 6 large flowers and 2 newly opened flowers. Enjoy a mindful build and then take your time styling the customizable stems to create the perfect arrangement for your space.

Floral Art
31070  AGES 18+  2,870 PIECES
FREE SHIPPING
$79.99

Spark your joy with a gorgeous, handmade project. With this LEGO® Art set, you get 3 different floral motifs to choose from and create. Then you can make many variations of the flowers and the background, before framing and setting it in a place of honor on a wall or shelf. Coordinate it with your decor, or make a focal piece for a gallery wall, the choice, and creative expression, is yours!

Tulips
40461  AGES 8+  111 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$9.99

Includes 3 buildable tulips in different colors with adjustable stems!

Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously!

1 PICTURE
3 DESIGNS
HAPPY VACATION

Tulips
40461  AGES 8+  111 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
FREE SHIPPING
$9.99

Includes 3 buildable tulips in different colors with adjustable stems!

Each tulip stem measures over 9” long – perfect for displaying in a vase!

Includes 3 buildable tulips in different colors with adjustable stems!

Each tulip stem measures over 9” long – perfect for displaying in a vase!
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TRAVEL SOMEWHERE NEW

NEW

New York Postcard
40519 AGES 9+ 253 PIECES
EXCLUSIVE
$14.99

Standing 6.5” high, the 255-piece LEGO® postcard makes a creative display item for anyone who loves New York!

NEW

Paris Postcard
40568 AGES 9+ 213 PIECES
EXCLUSIVE
$14.99

Standing over 5” high, this fun, 213-piece LEGO® postcard makes an eye-catching gift for lovers of Paris!

NEW

London Postcard
40569 AGES 9+ 277 PIECES
EXCLUSIVE
$14.99

Standing over 5” high, this 277-piece LEGO® postcard makes a creative display item for Londoners and anyone who loves the city!

NEW

Beijing Postcard
40654 AGES 9+ 276 PIECES
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
EXCLUSIVE
$14.99

Standing 3.5” high, this 276-piece LEGO® postcard makes a creative display item for anyone who loves Beijing!

NEW

Great Pyramid of Giza
21058 AGES 18+ 1,476 PIECES
TRAVEL SOMEWHERE NEW

Travel back in time and experience the building of the Great Pyramid of Giza. Lift off the outer shell of this cross-section model to reveal the system that may have been used to move huge stones during construction. View from the back to see the main tunnels and chambers. Recreate the surrounding area as it is thought to have looked in ancient Egypt to complete a historic centerpiece.

Measuring over 8” high, 12.5” wide and 12.5” deep, this model can be connected to a second model (sold separately) to complete the pyramid!

$129.99

Find more LEGO® Architecture products online!

A section of the Nile river with 2 LEGO® brick versions of feluccas (ancient boats), 2 small pyramids, 2 mortuary temples, Sphinx statues, a workers’ village and an obelisk!
ENGINES READY

NEW

007 Aston Martin DB5
76911 AGES 8+  298 PIECES
$19.99

Everything you need to build a LEGO® interpretation of the 007 Aston Martin DB5, plus a No Time To Die™ James Bond™ minifigure with a toy wrench!

NEW

Fast & Furious 1970 Dodge Charger R/T
76912 AGES 8+ 345 PIECES
$19.99

Everything you need to build a 1970 Dodge Charger R/T replica model, plus a Dominic Toretto minifigure and a toy wrench!

NEW

Mercedes-AMG F1 W12 E Performance & Mercedes-AMG Project One
76909 AGES 9+  546 PIECES
$34.99

Includes 2 Mercedes-AMG driver minifigures, each with a helmet, wig and wrench!

Chevrolet Camaro Z/28
1969 - AGES 16+  1,448 PIECES
Build it. Customize it. Love it. Travel back to the heyday of American muscle cars as you assemble your own Chevrolet Camaro Z/28. Just like the original 1969 car, this LEGO® replica includes a range of customizable options so you can build your Camaro your way. Enjoy an immersive project as you craft all the authentic details. Then place your model on display in tribute to a beloved classic. EXCLUSIVE FREE SHIPPING
$169.99

With customizable options you can personalize your model with the roof or convertible option, classic or hideaway front headlights, and a choice of racing stripe colors!

Chevy is a trademark of General Motors LLC. All Rights Reserved. Chevy performance cars and trucks are sold by General Motors LLC. Cars and trucks are manufactured by General Motors LLC. The Lego® and the Lego® logo are trademarks of The Lego Group. The Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes AMG logos are trademarks of Daimler AG. The PIRELLI logo, CINTURATO logo and “BRACKETS” logo are trademarks of the Pirelli Group and are used under license. The Lego® Store phone service is available from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Sunday (Central Time) or until orders are sold out.

The LEGO® Store is a registered trademark of the LEGO Group.

© 2022 FCA US LLC.

Dodge and related logos, vehicle model names and trade dress are trademarks of FCA US LLC and used under license by the LEGO Group.

AMG and Mercedes-Benz are the intellectual property of Daimler AG.

The LEGO® Group. ©2022 FCA US LLC.

© Universal City Studios LLC. All Rights Reserved.

© 2022 General Motors LLC. All Rights Reserved.

© 2022 Danjaq, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

150+ years of experience. A lifetime of fun. Only at The LEGO® Store.
Loop Coaster

10303  AGES 18+  3,756 PIECES

⚠️ CHOKING HAZARD (1,3). Not for under 3 yrs.

An immersive build, packed with twists and turns. Relive the thrill of the fairground as you build all the details of this LEGO® Loop Coaster. A great addition to the LEGO Fairground Collection, the model is the first LEGO roller-coaster to include 2 loops. Inspired by some of the world’s most exciting roller-coasters, this impressive set for adults includes an array of authentic details.

EXCLUSIVE  🍫 FREE SHIPPING

$399.99

Expand your LEGO® Fairground Collection with this collectible LEGO Loop Coaster building kit!

Designed with reality in mind, this buildable model is prepared for LEGO® Powered Up (available separately) so you can upgrade the roller-coaster with a motorized elevator!

Measures over 36" high, 33.5" wide and 13.5" deep!